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Let G be a finite group and let B be a subgroup of G. The endomorphism 
algebra of the induced (permutation) representation Indg( 1) is called the 
He&e algebra H(G, B) of G with respect to B. If the order 1 BI of B is inver- 
tible in the field (or even ring) K over which the representations are con- 
sidered, H(G, B) has a well-known embedding in the group ring KG which 
takes the canonical generators of H(G, B) to multiples of the (B, B) double 
coset sums. The corresponding endomorphisms of (Che B b) KG are then 
realised as left multiplications by their images in KG. However, if 1 BI is not 
invertible in K, then this embedding does not exist. 
The purpose of this note is to prove that if G is a finite Chevalley group 
over a field of characteristic p (or more generally a finite group with a split 
BN pair of characteristic p) and B is a Bore1 subgroup of G, then there is a 
canonical embedding of H,(G, B) in the group ring RG, where R is any 
commutative ring in which ) n,,., ,+, B”‘I is invertible (where W is the Weyl 
group of G). Our proof of this result involves an explicit formula for the 
product in RG of an arbitrary sequence of “filtered double coset sums” h, 
(see Sects. 1.5 and 1.8). This formula (Theorem 1.9) involves the Bruhat 
ordering on the Weyl group and has some implications for the structure of 
H(G, B) as well as for RG. The endomorpisms of H(G, B) are still realised 
by left multiplication in RG, this time by the images of their “duals” (see 
(1.10)) under our embedding; but the multiplying elements are different 
from those mentioned above even in characteristic zero, since their 
definition involves only division by 1 H( (where H = n,., w B”‘). 
In particular if R is a field of characteristic p, the duals of our elements 
h, turn out to be words in the “Steinberg idempotents” of parabolic sub- 
groups of G. Our results provide explicit formulae for an arbitrary product 
of these in RG (see Theorem 1.10). This “modular case” is discussed in Sec- 
tion 3, together with related questions on the representation theory of G. 
The modular case was partially treated by Kuhn [6] and Landrock [7], 
and we thank particularly the former for sharing his ideas with us. 
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1. NOTATION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Let G be a finite group with a split BN pair (B, N) of characteristic p (as 
defined, e.g., in Richen [lo]) and let R be a commutative ring with 1 in 
which JBn NJ is invertible. For instance, G may be the group of fixed 
points of a reductive linear algebraic group under a Frobenius 
endomorphism. Then B= HU where U is a normal p-subgroup of B and 
H = B n N has order prime to p. Let W = N/H be the Weyl group. 
Associated with (G, B) we have a root system @ with positive system @ + 
and corresponding set ZZ of simple roots. For each a E @ let ru E W be the 
corresponding reflection, and let S = {r, 1 a E Z7) be the set of simple reflec- 
tions. For w E W let 1(w) be the least I for which w = r, r2.. . r, with ri E S. 
Recall that if ~~17 then l(wr,)=Z(w)+l if we@+, I(wr,)=Z(w)-1 if 
w(a) E Qi -. Let w0 be the element of W of maximal length. For a E Z7 we 
also have the root subgroup U, = U n raw,, Uwor, (note that rf = wi = 1). If 
w E W we denote by + a representative of w in N < G; however, if no 
ambiguity arises we shall write w for 6. 
We shall also adopt the following nonstandard notation: write D = 
w,Bw,; for aEI7 write B,=Bnr,Dr, (=HU,) and G,=B,uB,r,B,. 
Note that (D, N) is also a BN-pair for G (with the same set of simple reflec- 
tions, since w,Sw, = S). 
The following facts are simple consequences of the BN structure: 
(1.1) PROPOSITION. Let r= r,E S. Then 
(i) Bn (DrD)‘= a. 
(ii) BrB n D’ = 0. 
(iii) BrBn(DrD)‘=(BnD’)r(BnD’)=B,rB,. 
It follows from this that G, is the intersection of the groups Bu Br,B and 
D u Dr,D (= D’Q u (Dr,D)‘O). Clearly G, has a split BN pair with Bore1 
subgroup B, and Weyl group (1, r,}. 
We shall be dealing with the group ring RG, whose elements are written 
c nec&g (&ER). 
(1.2) DEFINITION. For any subset Mc G we write 
[M]=IHI-’ c XEKG, 
XEM 
[Ml’= 1 x=lHI[M]. 
x c A4 
(Recall that IHI is invertible in R.) 
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{1.3) LEMMA. Let Y=I~ES and write e,=[Ba](l-r). Then we have 
ef=(q,+ l)e,, where q,= IU,I. 
Proqf We have 
eif = CB,I(l - r)EB,I(1- I) 
= [B,]*(l -r)- [B,] r[B,](l -r). 
But [B,]‘= q,[B, J, while [B,] r[B,] = [B,rB,] since B, n rB,r = 
(Bn D’) n (B’ n D) = H. Moreover [G,] = [B,] + [B,rB,] by the Bruhat 
decomposition for G,, and since [G,]( 1 - r) = 0, we have 
e?=dB,l(l -r)-([Gal- CBJNl --VI 
= (qu + 1) e, as required. 1 
The structure of H(G, B) = End& [B] RG) can be described as follows. 
For each w E IV, tt E [B] RG, define T,(R) = [B n wDw-‘1 wa. As observed 
in [6], we have T,( [B] RG) c [B] RG, whence T,,, e N(G, B). In fact T, is 
the unique endomorphism which takes [B J to [BwB]. 
(1.4) PROPOSITION (Iwahori [4] ). The set ( T% / w F W> is an R-basis 
for H(G, B), and 
(a) T,T,.= T,, ifI(rw)>I(w), 
@I Tf=qJ, + (q,- 1) T, 
,for each w E W and r = r, E S (a E Z7). Here q, = 1 U,/, 
It is clear from (1.4) that H(G, B) is generated by ( T, 1 r E S> u (T, 1 and 
that the product of any two elements of H(G, B) may be computed from 
the given relations. 
(1.5) DEFINITION. For a E 17 and r = ra E S write 
e,=e,=e, (= CB,I(l-0) 
and define 
h, = err - [H]. 
( 1.6) PROPOSITION. Let a E II and write Y = r. (E S). 
(i) We have h: = q,[H] f (q, - 1) h,. 
(ii) Write fr = q0 - 1 - T,. Th en the map T, I+ rf; extends uniquely to 
an involutory automorph~sm 6 of H(G, B). 
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(iii) For 01 E [B] RG, we have 
h,x = j;(M:). 
(iv) There is a homomorphism $ from the subaigebra E of RG 
generated by (h, j aE Z7} together with [H] (which is its identity) onto 
H(G, B) de~ned by $(hJ= fr,, $[H] = T, (= 1). 
Proof. (i) is a simple consequence of (1.3), using the definition (1.5). 
(ii) Since II(G, B) = H,(G, B) E H,(G, S)@, R, it is sufficient o prove 
the result for the case R = Z. 
Observe that since T, generate H(G, B), any extension 6 of the given 
map to H(G, B) is unique: if w = r, ..+ rf is a reduced expression then 
T, = T,, ‘.. T,, and we must have 6(T,“) = pr, *. . fr,. To prove that an 
extension exists we must therefore show that 6(7’,) is well defined, i.e., is 
independent of the reduced expression and that the elements 6(T,) satisfy 
the relations (1.4)(a) and (b). 
The relation (1.4)(b) is readily checked for the elements 6(rr) = fr. If 
S(r,.) is well defined then (1.4)(a) is immediate, as is the fact that a2 = id 
(since 6’( T,) = T,). Hence it only remains to show that i;, *.. fr;, is 
independent of the reduced expression PV = r, * . . r,. 
Notice that for r E S, we have T, f7 = -qr T,. Hence T,,-I Fr, *. . pr, = 
T,., . . . T,, pr;, . ’ . Fr,= ( - 1 )‘qr, . . . qr, = ( - 1 )‘(“‘)q,,,, where qH. = [B: B n B”] 
(cf. [ 11, Sect. 4.81). In particular, T,.-I rf;, . . s f,, depends only on w. But 
T.-I is not a divisor of zero in H,(G, B) since it is invertible in 
H,(G, B) 1 H,(G, B). Hence f?, ... Tri;, is independent of the reduced 
expression. 
To prove (iii), we have h,[B] = (e(,- [H])[B] =e,[B] - [B]. 
Moreover 
e,[lBl = [B,1(1 - r,)CN = CB,ICN - C&l r,CBl 
Thus h,[B] = (q, - 1 - T,)[B] as required. 
Finally, (iv) follows immediately from (iii). 1 
The image of T,,, under the automorphism of (lA)(ii) will be denoted by 
FM.. We shall denote by x I-+ .C the corresponding involution of any algebra 
isomorphic to H(G, B). 
Our main theorem implies that the epimorphism $ of (lA)(iv) has an 
inverse: 
(1.7) THEOREM. There exists an isomorphism 4: H( G, B) + E c RG such 
that #( Tra) = h, for r E S and gl(T, ) = [H]. 
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Recall that E is defined as the subalgebra of RG generated by the h, 
together with [H] (its identity). 
Note also that to obtain an inverse for II/, one composes the 
automorphism 6 of (1.6)(ii) with the q5 of (1.7). 
To prove Theorem 1.7, one has only to show that the elements h, satisfy 
the relations (1.4). Since (1.4)(b) has been proved (see (1.6)(i)), it therefore 
suffices to prove 
(1.7’). If w = Y, r2 .. . r, is u reduced expression, where r, = r,, 
(a,~I7, i= l,... ), then h,,hUz . . h,, depends only on w, not on the expression. 
We shall prove (1.7’) by giving an explicit formula for h,, . . . h,,; this will 
depend on the Bruhat partial ordering, <, on W which will be defined and 
discussed below (see Sect. 2.1). 
(1.8) DEFINITION. For t E W define h,E RG by 
h,= 1 (-l)““‘[BunDtD]. 
“E w 
I, < I 
Theorem 1.7 will be deduced from 
(1.9) THEOREM. Let w=rlr2”’ r, be a reduced expression, with ri = r,, 
ai E I7 (i = 1, 2,..., I). Then h,, h,, . . . h,, = h,.. 
Note that the case w = ru (a E ZZ) asserts that h, = h, which is proved in 
(2.4). 
(1.10) Remark. It follows from Theorem 1.9 and Proposition 1,6(ii) 
that E also has an involutory automorphism h,Hh, which extends the 
map h, H (qa - 1 )[H] - h, = h,. The endomorphism T, of [B] RG is then 
realised by left multiplication by k,.. 
In case R is a field of characteristic p (the “modular case” addressed by 
Kuhn and Landrock) we have the following result. 
(1.11) THEOREM. Let R = K be a field of characteristic p. Then e, is an 
idempotent (a E Z7) and if w = r, r2. ’ r, is a reduced expression, then 
e,, er2 “.e,,= c h,. 
*cw 
(1.11’) COROLLARY. With notation as in Theorem 1.9, the mapping 
T, H -e, defines an embedding of H( G, B) in KG. If e, = C, G H, h,, then the 
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image of T, under this embedding is ( - 1 )‘(“‘)e,. The endomorphism T, of 
[B] KG is realised by left multiplication by ( - 1 )““‘e,. 
There are various other results which apply to this (modular) case, 
which are discussed in Section 3. These include formulae, in terms of the 
elements h, and the Bruhat ordering, for the Steinberg idempotents of 
parabolic subgroups of G. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM (1.9) AND OTHER RESULTS 
Firstly we shall require several properties of the Bruhat ordering which 
we collect here for the reader’s convenience. These may be found in 
Deodhar [ 11. 
(2.1) DEFINITION. (i) If u, WE W write v 2 w if u= wr, for some 
aE@+ such that IY(U -. 
(ii) (Bruhat ordering) Say u < w if there exists a sequence 
v = WC), w I)...) w,=w such that w; < wi+, for Odidn-1. 
An alternative characterisation of the Bruhat ordering is given in 
Corollary (2.2’). 
(2.2) PROPOSITION. Let v, w E W, a E II 
(i) Zfw=rlr2 . . . r, is a reduced expression then v & w if and only if 
v=rlrZ..‘rkPIrk+l . ..r[for some k (1 <k<l). 
(ii) Let v’, w’ be the shortest elements of the sets (v, vr,}, {w, wr,}, 
respectively. If v < w then v’ < w’ and v’r, < w/r*. 
(iii) If w(a)E @+ then X, = {t 1 t < wr,} is the disjoint union of 
X,=(tIt~w,andt(a)E~+} andXj=(ur,Iu<wundu(a)E@+}. 
ProoJ: (i) Assume v 2 w. Then v = wrb for some b E @ + with 
rl r2. . ’ r,(b)EP. Choose k maximal such that r,rk+,...r,(b)E@-. Then 
C=rk+l . ..r.(b)E@+ and rk(c) E Qi-. Since rk E S we must have rk = rC = 
lrk+l “.r/)rb(rk+l”‘rl) -l, and this gives 
v= wrb= (r, “‘rk)(rk+,‘..r~rb)=(r~“‘rk)(rk”‘r,)=r~”’rk~~rk+,‘.‘r/. 
Conversely, if v=r,rZ.‘~rk~,rk+,“.r, then b=r,r,P,...r,+,(c), where 
C is the simple root corresponding to rkT satisfies b E @+, 
w(b) = r1 rz . ..r.(c)~@-, and v= wrb. Hence v 2 w. 
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(ii) A simple induction reduces this to the case v k w. 
Let w’=r,r*... rI be a reduced expression. Then w’r, = rl r2. . . r,r, is also 
reduced. But if v is obtained by deleting a factor from rl rz.. . r, then vr, is 
obtained by deleting the same factor from rlrZ ... r,ru. Similarly if u is 
obtained by deleting a factor from rlr2 ... rlro then either u = w’ or vr, is 
obtained by deleting a factor from r, r2 ... rl. So whether w = w’ or 
w=wrr a> part (i) yields either u < w’ and vr, < w’r,, or v < w’r, and 
vr, < w’. But w’ 2 w’r,; so in either case u d w’r, and vr, < w’ra. Hence 
v’r, 6 w’r,. Similarly u’ < v and u’ < vr,, and in either case v’ 6 w’. 
(iii) If u < w and u(a) E @+ then by (ii) ur, < wr,. Hence X, G Xi. Since 
w 2 wr, obviously X, E X,. If t E X, then t(u) E @-: hence X, n X3 = a. 
Finally, if t E X, then by (ii) we have t E X, if l(t) < l(tr,) and t E X, if 
Z(t) > Qtr,). Hence X, = X2 c, X,. 1 
(2.2’) COROLLARY. Let u, w E W and let w = rl rz.. . rl be a reduced 
expression. Then v < w if and only if v = ri,rr2 ... rik for some subsequence 
(i,, i, ,..., ik) of (1, 2 ,... 1). 
This follows from Proposition 2.2(iii) by induction on 1. 
(2.3) LEMMA. Let v, U’E W. Then BWBVBG UrGl, BwtB. 
Proof. This is by induction on t(v). If v = vi r with f(v, ) < Z(v) and r E S, 
then 
BwBvB = BwBv, rB 
c u Bwt,BrB (by the inductive hypothesis) 
1, <“I 
c U (Bwt,rBuBwt,B) 
f, Q “I 
by the BN properties. Assume that t,<v,. If Z(t,r)>l(tl) then by 
Proposition2.2(iii) both t,dulr and t,r<v,r, while if Z(t,r)<l(t,) the 
same conclusion holds, since t, r < t, < v, & v, r. 
So BwBvB G u, < D,T BwtB, as required. i 
(2.3’) COROLLARY. Zf v 4 t then Bun DtD = 0. 
Proof: We have Bun DtD = w,(Dw,v n w,DtD). If this is nonempty 
then Dw,vD n Dw,DtD # 0, and by Proposition 2.2(ii) (with D replacing 
B) Dw,vD = Dw, t’D for some t’ < t. This contradicts v & t. i 
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(2.3”) COROLLARY. The element h, E G (see (1.8)) may he written 
h, = 1 ( - l)““‘[Bu n DtD]. 
“E w 
This follows immediately from (2.3)’ since [Bu n DtD] = 0 unless o < t. 
The proof of Theorem 1.9 will be by induction on 1(w). We therefore first 
consider the case I(w) = 1. 
(2.4) LEMMA. Let a E 17 and r = ra. Then h, = h, 
Proof: We have 
h,+h, = 1 (-l)‘(“)[BunDrD] + [BnD] 
( “<r > 
=[BnDrD]-[BrnDrD]+[BnD] 
=[Bn(DuDrD)]-([Brn(DuDrD)]-(BrnD]). 
But Bn (D u DrD) = B, by Proposition 1.1, and hence Br n (D u DrD) = 
Bar. Furthermore Brn D= @ by Corollary (2.3’). Hence h,+ h, = 
[B,] - [ B,r] = e,. Thus h, = e, - [H] = h, as required. 1 
(2.5) DEFINITION. For w E W write e, = C,< w h,. 
Lemma 2.4 shows that this definition is consistent with the previous 
definition of e, for r E S. The elements e, are particularly significant in the 
modular case, but do not figure significantly in this section except in case 
w=rES. 
The proof of Theorem 1.9 now proceeds with a series of lemmas which 
are directed towards the computation of products of the form 
[Bv n DtD] e, in RG. 
(2.6) LEMMA. Let a E I7 and r = r,; suppose v, t E W. If 1( tr) > Z(t) then 
[Bv n (DtD v DtrD)] = [Bv n DtDr] + [Bv n DtDB,]. 
Proof We have DtD u DtrD = DtDr u DtrDr since the left-hand side is 
invariant under right multiplication by r. Moreover since l(tr) > l(t) we 
have DtrDr = DtDrDr. But DD’ = DU, = DB,. Hence DtD u DtrD = 
DtDr u DtDB,, which proves the lemma. i 
(2.7) LEMMA. Let v, t E W, a E I7 and r = ro. Zf t(a) and u(a) are both in 
@+ then 
[Bv n DtD] [B,] = [Bv n DtDB,] 
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Proof: Write B,# = B, - H. Since B, E D u DrD and B, n D = H, we 
have B,# c DrD. Hence DtDB,# c DtDrD = DtrD (since t(u) E S’ ). Hence 
DtDBf n DtD = a. 
Now any element XE DtDB, may be written x = gb, gE DtD, b E B,. 
Moreover if g,bl= g,b, (~,ED~D, b,EB,) then g,b,b;‘= g,EDtDB,n 
DtD. Thus 6, b;’ E H. Writing b, b;’ = h we get g, = g, h and b, = hb,, 
hEH. 
Next, note that since U(U)E @+, vB,v-’ c B, whence for bE B,, 
Bvh = Bv. Thus gbE DtDB, n Bv (gE DtD, b E B,) if and only if 
g E DtD n Bv. Hence 
Bv n DtDB, = (Bv n DtD) B,. 
Finally, by the above remarks concerning the decomposition x = gb, we 
have 
[Bun DtD][B,] = 1HI -‘[Bun DtD]‘[B,]’ 
= IHI -‘[(Bun DtD) B,]’ 
= [Bv n DtDB,], as required. 1 
(2.7’) COROLLARY. Let t, u E W, a E I7 and r = r,. If t(u), v(a) E @+ then 
[Bv n DtD] e, 
= [Bun DtD] + [Bv n DtrD] - [Bvr n DtD]r- [Bvr n DtrD]. 
Proof. From (2.7) we have [BvBn DtD][B,] = [Bun DtDB,]. 
From (2.6) it follows that 
(i) [BvnDtD][B,]=[BvnDtD]+[BvnDtrD]-[BvnDtDr]. 
Multiplying (i) on the right by r gives (since (DtD u DtrD)r = 
DtD o DtrD) 
(ii) [BvnDtD][B,]r= [BvrnDtrD]. 
Subtracting (ii) from (i) gives the required formula. 1 
(2.8) LEMMA. Each element x of Uz (= U, - { 1) ) has a unique 
expression x = h(x) f (x) rg(x), where r = ra, f and g are bijections 
u,# + U#,, and h is a map Ug --+ H. 
Proof: We have U,& G,= B-,rB-,. Since U,n BP, = {l} it follows 
that Uf s& BP,rB-,= HU_,rU+. Hence each XE U,# can be written as 
h(x)f(x) ?gg(x) (h(x) E H, f(x), g(x) E Up,). Moreover g(x) # 1 since 
B- ur n U, = rB, n U, = 0, and similarly f(x) # 1. So f and g are functions 
U,# + UT,. 
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Suppose g(x) = g(x’) for some x, x’ E U,. Then 
x’x-l =h(x’)f(x’)f(x)-‘~(x)~‘EU,~B-,= (1) 
Hence g is injective, and since 1 ICI,/ = 1 K,J it follows that g is bijective. A 
similar argument applies toJ: 1 
(2.9) LEMMA. Let VE W, aEZZ, and r=ru. Zf u(a)E@ then 
[ Bu n DtD] e, = [ Bo n DtD] - [Bu n DtD] r. 
Proof In the notation of Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8 we have 
= [Bun DtD] 1 h(x)f(x) rg(x) 
x E u,” 
= 1 [BunDtD]r,g(x) 
XE u,” 
since f(x) E K, and u( -a) E @+ gives Buf(x) = Bu. 
Thus [ Bv n DtD] [ B,# ] = [ Bu n DtD] [ B,# ] r, whence 
[BunDtD][B,] = [BunDtD][B,]r- [BunDtD]r+ [BunDtD], 
and the result follows. 1 
(2.10) PROPOSITION. Let t E W, a E Zl and r = ro. 
(i) Ifl(tr) > I(t) thert hre, = h, + h,,. 
(ii) Zf ,(tr) <I(t) then h,e, = q,(h, + h,,) 
Proof: (i) We have 
h,e,= c (-l)‘(“‘[BunDtD]e, 
UE w 
= c (- l)““‘[Bu n DtD] e, 
/(or) > I(u) 
+ 1 (- l)““‘[Bu n DtD] e, 
I(W)< l(u) 
=,c~~~,~~,(-l)~~“~{[BunDtD]+[BunDrrD] 
- [ Bvr n DtD] r - [ Bvr n DtrD] } 
+ c (-l)‘(“‘{[BunDtD]-[BunDtD]r} 
I(W) </(a) 
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by Corollary (2.7’) applied to the first sum and Lemma 2.9 to the second. 
But the second sum may be rewritten as 
,or~, 
” 
) (- l)‘(“){ [Bur n DtD] - [Bur n DID] r>, 
Hence collecting terms we obtain 
hre,= C (-l)‘(“){[BunDtD]+ [BunDtrD] 
l(!Jr) > l(u) 
- [Bur n DtrD] - [ Bur n DtD] } 
=o~w(-l)‘(“){[BunDtD]+ [BunDtrD]} 
=h,+h,, as required. 
(ii) If Z(tr)<Z(t) then Z((tr)r)>Z(tr). Hence from (i) we have 
ht,e, = h,, + h,. Thus h, = h,,(e,- [HI), whence h,e, = h,,(ef -e,) = 
kq,e,=Mb+hJ. I 
Proof of Theorems 1.9 and 1.7. We use induction on I to prove that if 
w=r,r2.“r, is a reduced expression with ri= r,, (ai E Z7) then 
4, = h&z, ... h,,. The case I= 1 follows from Lemma 2.4. If I > 1, the 
inductive hypothesis gives h,, . . . h,, = (h,, . . . h,,-,) h,, = h,, h,, where 
w’=rl...rl-,. But h,,=e,,- [HI. Hence by Proposition (2.10)(i), 
h,, h,, = h,,e,, - h,, = h,,,,,, = h,. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.9 and hence also of 
Theorem 1.7. 1 
3. THE MODULAR CASE 
In this section, take R = K, a field of characteristic p, where 1 U,l is a 
power of p. Then the qO are all zero in K and we have the following result. 
(3.1) THEOREM. Let w=r,rz”’ r, be a reduced expression for w E W. 
Then 
er,er2 ‘.‘e,,=e,= 1 h, (cf: (2.5)). 
Proof: Since qa = 0, we have hf = -h, and e; = e,, where e, = h, + [H] 
(as in (1.5)). We prove the result by induction on Z(w). The case Z(w) = 1 
has been treated in Lemma 2.4. If Z(w) > 1 the inductive hypothesis gives 
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e,, er2 . . . e,, = e,, . e, where r = r, and w1 = wr. By Proposition 2.10, h,e, = 0 
if I( tr) < 1(b). Hence 
e,,e,= 1 her= 1 (h,+h,,) 
l<H’, tc W’, 
I(W) z I(l) 
But by (2.2)(iii) the last term equals x1< w h, = e,.. 1 
(3.2) PROPOSITION. The involutory automorphism of (1.6)(ii) takes h, to 
Ii, = ( - 1 )‘(w)e,,, . 
ProoJ: We have h^,=q,--[HI-h,= -[HI-h,= -e,. Now 
h^, = h^,, . . . k,,, where w = r, . . r, is a reduced expression; so 
Ii, = ( - 1 )‘e,, e,, = ( - 1) ew, as required, by (3.1). m 
(3.2’) COROLLARY. We have 6,. = (- l)‘(“)hM.. 
This is immediate, since the map XH.? is an involution of E. 
(3.3) PROPOSITION. Let w., he the longest element in W, (for Jc Z7). 
Then e,,J and (- 1 )‘(h.J’hWI = C,,, are idempotents in d(E). 
This follows from the fact that e,,e,=e,. if l(wr) < l(w) (cf. (3.1)). 
(3.4) Remark. The idempotent e,., is well-known: we have 
e,,.,= c h,.= 1 c (-l)‘c”‘[BvnDwD]= 2 (-l)““‘[Bv] 
w s ll’” W’ Ew li t w I‘L w 
since G = u D\vD 
I> t I+’ 
Hence e,., = [II] C,, w ( - 1) ‘(“)u, which is the Steinberg idempotent of G. 
This gives an “explanation” of Theorem 1.2 of [6]. 
(3.5) PROPOSITION. We have 
(i) e,=C,.,(-l)““C,. 
(ii) P, = C,, w (- l)““e,. 
Proof: Part (i) follows from the definitions of e,,, and P, (see 
Definition 2.5 and Proposition 3.2), and part (ii) follows from (i) by apply- 
ing the automorphism of Proposition 3.2. m 
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(3.6) Remark. As special case of Proposition 3.5 we have 
(i) e,.,=C,,,,(--1)““C,, 
(ii) i,., = C,, wJ (- l)““e,. 
This was noted by Norton [9], so that 3.5 may be thought of as generaliz- 
ing her result. The idempotents e,VJ and gwJ will be denoted simply by e, 
and P,. 
It was proved by Norton [9] (see also Tindberg [ll]) that 
(3.7). E has 2 “‘I distinct irreducible representations. The indecomposable I 
Icft ideals of’ E have simple head and socle (as E modules). 
Norton actually constructed composition series for the indecomposable 
left ideals, but did not give a decomposition of the identity of E into 
orthogonal primitive idempotents. It follows (see Green [2] and 
Tindberg [ 111) that 
(3.8). The permutation representation 1 (B’ has 2’a’ indecomposable sum- 
rlwnds p, (J G I7). Euch has simple heud and socle. Jf head (p,,) = (T,, then 
SOC(P.,) = o,!,g. 
The construction of composition series for the pJ is as yet an unsolved 
problem (see, however, Jantzen [S]). Explicit constructions for the pJ 
would be a first step in its solution. For this, an explicit decomposition of 
e, into primitive orthogonal idempotents would suffice. Another approach 
is to construct the pJ geometrically (see Lehrer [S] for the characteristic 
zero analogue or [3] for another instance of the method). 
We do not have an explicit formula for a complete set of orthogonal 
primitive idempotents, but we have an algorithm which produces such for- 
mulae in any given case. It is based on Norton’s observation that E has a 
direct decomposition 
E= @ EejgJ (j=ZZ-J). (3.9) 
JSII 
The minimal left ideal Eej@, contains a unique primitive idempotent 
which may be found by inverting a triangular (relative to the Bruhat 
ordering) matrix. We give two examples, the first providing a different 
decomposition of e, in the case A, from Landrock’s. 
(3.10) EXAMPLE. Take W = W(A,), I7 = {a, b, c}, labelled as indicated 
in the diagram 
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Then e, = C Jc (a,b,C) fJejgJ is a primitive idempotent decomposition, where 
fb=elr fro, = e,> f{b)=el+eoeceb? 
ffc) = el T f{&b) =e13 f{a,c) = el - ebeaec, 
fib.<) = el 3 ffU.b,Pj = e I . 
More explicitly, we have 
id,= e, = efo.b,cj + e{b,c} ca + ccl + eaeceh) e(a,c)gh 
+ ejrr,b)ic + ecg{u.h] + (et -et,e&,.) ebkfu,,} 
+euC{b,c) +c{u,b,c). 
We conclude with the following example. 
(3.11) EXAMPLE. Let W = W(D,), Z7 = (a, b, c, d} labelled as indicated 
in the diagram 
u 
:1-:::- 
d. 
h 
Then e, = C JE (rr.b,c,d) .fJe.+r where 
f4=e,, 
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f (a,b,d) = el - ecebed- e,.e,eb - ece,ed + e, euebed- e, ebe,.e,ed 
- e,.e,e,.ebed- e,.edece,eb + e,e,ebede,e,ebed, 
f{ oh,d) = e 1 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The elements {e, 1 w E IV} may be defined as in (2.5) over any ring R of 
the type in Section 1. However, they do not in general satisfy the Coxeter 
relations (1.4), and hence are not in any known way words in the 
{e, ( r E S}. In fact the e, satisfy the Coxeter relations “modulo p”, while the 
h,. satisfy the Coxeter relations over any ring R. Nevertheless the elements 
e,,., = C,, w, h, still retain some significance over an arbitrary ring. 
(4.1) PROPOSITION. For J E I7, we have 
& = PwJ(q) e,.,, 
where P,,(q) is the PoincarP polynomial I,, WJ qW. 
Proof. We show that e,.,h, = qaeW,J for a E J, and r = ro. For this, eh., = 
C fE WJ h,; so e,,h,=C,,,,h,h,. But h,h,=h,, if l(tr)>l(t) while 
h,h, = q,h,, + (q, - 1) h, if I(tr) < l(t). Hence 
e,,h,= c hrr+(q,h,+(q,- l)h,,) IE w, l(W)>/(l) 
= c qu(hw+k) IE WJ /(W)>/(f) 
=q, c h, IE w, 
= 4,ewJ. 
It follows that e,,.Jh, = q,.e,, from which the result is immediate. 1 
We remark finally that the elements e, may have some connection with 
the “Kazdhan-Lusztig basis” {C,” 1 w E W} of E. 
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